The fact that nuclei have diffuse surfaces (rather than being simple spheres) has dramatic consequences on the interpretation of the RHIC and SPS heavy-ion data.
£ For certain observables, this "background" contribution completely spoils the "signal", and to properly interpret RHIC data, we need to subtract this background.
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£ To get quantitative results, we need a simulation tool, and here we take EPOS, which has proven to work very well for pp and pA (dAu) collisions at RHIC and SPS .
£ The main results of this study do not depend on whether or not the model treats the high density part 100% correctly.
£ The crucial point is that the model describes pp and pAu to a high precision, so we can safely subtract the peripheral low density part ("background subtraction").
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EPOS is a parton model, with many binary partonparton interactions, each one creating a parton ladder.
£ In certain regions: many parton ladders in parallel, impossible to hadronize independently (hadronization: using string model) £ We have a look at the situation at an early proper time ¼ , long before the hadrons are formed´ ¼ ½ Ñµ: We distinguish between string segments in dense areas (more than ¼ segments per unit proper volume), from those in low density areas´ ¼ ½ Ñ ¿ µ.
We refer to high density areas as core, to low density areas as corona. Connected high density areas in given longitudinal slices are referred to as clusters. £ We assume that the clusters hadronize at some given energy density Ö , having acquired at that moment a collective radial flow, with a linear radial rapidity profile from inside to outside, characterized by the maximal radial rapidity Ý Ö .
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Semi
£ In addition, we impose an azimuthal asymmetry, by multiplying the Ü and Ý component of the flow four-velocity with ½ · and ½ ¯ , where¯is the the initial space eccentricity.
We rescale the cluster mass to account for the flow!
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Hadronization then occurs according to covariant phase space, which means that the probability È of a given final state of n hadrons is given as
There is a factor × × ¦½ for each strange particle (sign plus for a baryon, sign minus for a meson), with × being a parameter.
The number Ò « counts the number of hadrons of species «.
is the total energy of the cluster in its cms, Ï is the cluster proper volume.
The whole procedure perfectly conserves energy, momentum, and flavors (microcanonical procedure).
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The parameters (RHIC): 
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The suppression of pions here is not at all affected by parton energy loss (on has to look at di-hadron correlations to see it).
The Ê Ô modification factors (central over peripheral) are much less extreme than Ê , since peripheral AuAu collisions are a mixture of core and corona (the latter one being pp-like), so a big part of the effect seen in Ê is simply washed out (therefore better take Ê ...). The pion curve seems to saturate at high Ô Ø , which is here simply due to the fact that with increasing Ô Ø the continuously increasing core curve is more and more "contaminated" by corona contributions.
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Many
For the lambdas, the effect is much smaller, since the corona contributions are smaller.
Eventually, the lambda curve will also saturate, but at larger Ô Ø . 
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Summary
